Minutes of the
Annual General Meeting
Miami, Florida, United States
27 May, 2017
1. President Alden Clark called the meeting to order.
2. Each person introduced themselves and what city they were representing. The attendance roster
is attached.
3. The make-up of the current steering committee was announced, the open positions from several
regions as well as the officers of IFR, the delegates that represent IFR at the Federation and GLISA
and the additional elected positions of webmaster and communication officers.
President Clark points out that some of the regions are up for election later in the day as
indicated on the agenda.
4. European representative Nick Eaton raised an issue as to the number of clubs in Europe and he
would like to create a board within Europe to more effectively communicate and coordinate events
– with a director (the IFR regional Rep), a treasurer, and a secretary, perhaps coming from different
sub-regions within Europe - a north, south and western sub-region. He suggests having additional
volunteers in those sub-regions that could assist the efforts for effective communication and
growth. He also asks a budget be in place allowing the regions the flexibility to put on events and
initiatives. He suggests 50% of the regions dues revenue be allocated for this.
Several related issues were raised as to the existence of clubs identifying as Front Runner
clubs while not members of IFR. We discussed the value proposition and effective was to
communicate what IFR provides to its member clubs.
President Clark said that since there is nothing in the governing documents preventing this
we could give Nick permission to move forward with his proposal with the exception of the budget
as that will be discussed under the treasurer’s presentation.
5. In addition to the regional representatives, there are several positions that are elected by the
membership as a whole – webmaster and communications officer.
Richard Ervais was elected communications officer. Brad Miyasato was re-elected
webmaster.
6. A question was raised as to whether the Paris group (either front runners or gay games) would
be hosting a Little Black Dress run. Currently there is nothing planned, however, the delegate from
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Paris will take the matter to the Paris Front Runner board for consideration. We discussed the
opportunities for branding and how this type of event could be used as marketing, promotion and
fund raising with a charity aspect.
7. Report of the delegate to the Federation of Gay Games.
Wayne Morgan gave an update on the upcoming Gay Games to be held in Paris in 2018.
There is some additional work to be done on the Rainbow Flag Run, particularly in Amsterdam and
Cleveland. Several people volunteered to reach out to contacts in those cities and will
communicate with Wayne.
8. Report of the delegate to Gay and Lesbian International Sports Association
Greg Larocque addressed the cancellation of the World Out Games. He gave a brief history
of the events leading up to the decision. In addition to being our delegate he is also on the board of
GLISA. As of two weeks prior, the board received a report indicating that the runner numbers
were protected and that with the addition of opening the races to the public running events should
hit their breakeven point.
Days prior to the event, the board learned that the organizing committee had not secured
most venues and that no time was left to raise any type of funds. Efforts to reach any members of
the organizing committee have been unsuccessful and they are not at all forthcoming any answers
to any questions.
Greg reported that GLISA is going forward and their next events will be held. There are
new levels and measures of accountability.
Many questions were raised and considerable discussion ensued about the level of
credibility of the GLISA board and what continued affiliation with IFR would mean, and the
implication of assurance from us.
A motion was made to withdraw our membership in GLISA. The motion passed.
9. IFR has two delegates to the Federation of Gay Games that are elected to two-year terms on
alternating years. Wayne Morgan was re-elected to serve as a Federation delegate.
10. During a break regional delegates met to elect their representative for the next two years. The
following regional elections were held and the results are as follows:
Eastern US – Alden Clark
Central and Southern US – Randy Hite
Europe – Nick Eaton
The regional rep position for Mexico, Central and South America is vacant.
Also, Richard Ervais previously served as the Western US rep. He resigned to take on the
communication officer position. Prior to the meeting, a special election was held amongst the
western clubs and Danny Luong was elected to serve the remainder of the term.
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11. Treasurer Fracassi presented the treasurer's report that covered the calendar year 2016 as well
as the transactions from January 1 to May 25, 2017. Those reports are attached. Several questions
were asked as to how the dues structure came to be as well as what expenses we generally incur
each year and why expenses are so low compared to the budget. It was explained that the largest
expense had traditionally been delegate reimbursement. Wayne did not attend a Federation
meeting this past year and by reason of his travel employment, Zander incurs very little expenses.
A discussion took place as to what projects could be considered for budgeting, also
considering the earlier proposal from the European rep.
The following budget was passed for the following year:
Web costs $120; Printing postage and supplies $50; Federation of Gay Games dues
$100; Delegate reimbursement $1000, Credit card processing fees $100; Regional incentives
$3500; Little Black Dress event $1000, Front runner social event $1000. Total $6870.
12. Club Sharing issues/best practices/initiatives/new ideas
Copenhagen has been successful with membership campaigns two or three times as year.
The membership includes a “running school” to help novice runners.
Chicago has a similar program leading up to a 5K/10K race titled “Couch to 5K” or “Couch
to 10K”
Washington DC has a similar training program with the requirement that a participant must
be a member.
13. George Melichor from New Orleans Track Club announced that next year (2018) is the
celebration of the New Orleans TriCentennial and they will be having their first pride run. He gave
a history of the club, noting that they are not a front runner club and not members of IFR, thus we
would have to give permission to list their event on our webpage and asked clubs to put the
information on the clubs’ events page.
14. The delegates from Paris Front Runners presented an update from the Gay Games Paris event.
(Slides are attached with additional information). The event will be held August 4 th through
August 12th, 2018.
There was a question as to the starting time of the marathon at 9:00AM. The delegates
would take the message back. They were happy to report that most of the marathon would be run
on the Bois de Boulogne and would well-shaded.
15. Fort Lauderdale Front Runners provided the lunch hospitality and we thanked the club for their
generosity. In light of the cancelled events, they invited all runners to travel to Ft. Lauderdale on
Sunday for their fun-run. Everyone thanked them, agreed it was a great alternative and would pass
the word to other runners travelling with them.
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